School Links
We are very happy with the response from the teachers at our feeder schools, it's the best we have ever
had with many of the teachers coming to visit the children in a familiar environment. They also have the
opportunity to have a chat with the key workers. We have also planned a few visits to the primary schools.
What a success.

Eco Committee Meeting
As explained in previous newsletters we are now working towards becoming an Eco Nursery. We have formed a committee of
children, parents and staff.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OUR COMMITTEE
Lucy McCormack
Lucas Frew
Rachel Stewart
Jonny Doody
Aiden Fitzsimmons
Dr Stuart Glen
Suzanne Tierney
Jackie Davis

Everyone will be involved in the becoming a successful Eco Nursery but the committee members have the responsibility of
ensuring all tasks are carried out and any new information is passed on to the whole nursery.

Sun Awareness

Parents Evenings

As you are aware we are outdoors as often
as possible and the children's safety is
paramount therefore we would appreciate if
you could provide a suitable bottle of
sunscreen (SPF25+). There is no need to
supply a sun hat as we have a sunhat for
everyone at nursery.

The anti pre school children's parents evenings
will be held on the following dates.
•
•

Linsey - Mon 1st June
Christina - Tue 2nd June

Time sheets are situated on the parent’s notice
board.

Planned Parental Involvement
•

In the next few weeks Dr Glen will come and work with the
children in further developing the recently created secret
garden to make it a place of exploration and discovery as
well as a place to go for a quiet break when required.

•

Mr Timmons a physics teacher volunteered his time to come
and explore some of the science outcomes with the children
in the nursery. He asked staff about suitable experiences
and after consulting with the children they drew up a list
which Mr Timmons hopes to explore through the summer.

Policy
We have attached a copy
of our parents as partners
policy. We welcome any
suggestions or comments.

